One of the key characteristics of any genetic variant is its geographic distribution. The geographic 6 distribution can shed light on where an allele first arose, what populations it has spread to, and in turn 7 on how migration, genetic drift, and natural selection have acted. The distribution of a genetic variant 8
Consortium, 2015) though additional datasets are continually coming online (e.g. Lazaridis et al., 2014) . 48 In addition, novel approaches for data visualization have become more widely available. In particular, web-49 based visualization tools, such as Data Driven Documents (D3.js), offer useful methods for interactivity, the 50 advantages of software development in modern web-browsers, a large open-source development community, 51 and ease of sharing (Bostock et al., 2011) . 52 Taking advantage of these recent advances, we aim to address the significant visualization challenges that 53 are inherit in the production of geographic allele frequency maps, including dynamic interaction, display 54 of rare genetic variation, and representation of uncertainty in estimated allele frequencies due to variable 55 sample sizes.
56

Fundamental Approach
57
The Geography of Genetic Variants browser (GGV) uses the scalable vector graphics and mapping utilities 58 of D3.js (Bostock et al., 2011) to generate interactive frequency maps, allowing for quick and dynamic 59 displays of the geographic distribution of a genetic variant. The front-end provides legends for the map and 60 various configuration boxes to allow users to query different datasets or choose visualization options.
61
In order to allow for easy access to commonly used public genomic datasets, such as the 1000 Genomes sampled SNPs. While many applications require inspection of the distribution of a specific variant, from our 66 experience, it can be very helpful to view the geographic distribution of several randomly chosen variants to 67 quickly gain a sense of structure in a dataset. We find this to be especially useful in teaching contexts, as it 68 provides a highly visual way for learners to understand human genetic variation.
69
After a query, the GGV displays the allele frequencies for a set of populations as a collection of pie charts 70 where each represents the minor and major allele frequency in a single population. Pie charts are displayed 71 as points at a latitude and longitude assoicated with a population and the map boundaries are chosen based 72 off of the geographic configuration of populations in a given dataset [ Figure 1 ]. To address this challenge we re-scale frequencies for rare variants, so that small frequencies become visible.
90
Specifically, we use a frequency scale that is indicated in a legend below the map and represented by varying 91 color in the pie charts [ Figure 3 ]. Much like scientific notation, this allows a wide range of frequencies to be 92 displayed ( Table 1) . Table 1 : Rare variants present a challenge for display. To address this challenge, the GGV browser changes the displayed image and the frequency scale of the map depending on the input sample frequency. As an example, a variant with a frequency 0.0025 is shown as a pie-chart that is 25% full and a frequency scale of 0.01 is marked in the legend of the map.
Additional features of the interface 94
In many datasets where populations are sampled densely in geographic space, one problem is that allele 95 frequency plots begin to overlap each other and obscure information. To address this issue, we use force-96 directed layouts of the populations such that no two points are overlapping each other, and yet the points 97 will be pulled towards their true origins [ Figure 5 ]. Also, by hovering the mouse cursor over any population, 98 a user can see the population labels and precise frequency information.
99
Access to the underlying frequency data 100
To provide an interface to the population minor allele frequency data, we use a REST API implemented 101 in the python library Flask-RESTful (Grinberg, 2014) . The front-end D3.js visualization uses the API to 102 obtain the data, though users can also interface with it directly. For the front-end, HTTP GET requests 
